
Regular Selectboard Meeting 1 

 2 

Tuesday, October 27, 2020 3 

Meeting Minutes 4 

 5 

**These minutes are subject to review and approval by the  6 

Selectboard at a future meeting.** 7 

 8 

NOTE:  Due to the need for separation to prevent the spread of COVID-19 virus, 9 

the meeting was held remotely via video conferencing with participants.   10 

 11 

 12 

Members Present: Brian Carpenter, Lindsey Fuentes-George, Heather Seeley and 13 

Farhad Khan.  Dan Brown had technical difficulties and did not participate in the 14 

meeting until after the approval of the minutes.  Nick Artim arrived later in the meeting, 15 

and Victor Nuovo was absent. 16 

 17 

Staff Present:  Town Manager Kathleen Ramsay, Assistant Town Manager Chris 18 

English, Chief of Police Tom Hanley, Director of Planning and Zoning Jennifer Murray 19 

and Director of Ilsley Library Dana Hart. 20 

 21 

Also Present:  Tree Committee member Lesley Kameny, Planning Commission 22 

members Chris Robbins, Barbara Saunders and Lucy Schumer, Director of Addison 23 

County Economic and Development Corporation Fred Kenney, John Flowers of Addison 24 

Independent and interested citizens. 25 

 26 

The meeting was streamed live on the MCTVVT YouTube channel. 27 

 28 

1.  Call to Order 29 

 30 

The meeting was called to order at 6:01 p.m. by Chair Brian Carpenter. 31 

 32 

2.   Approval of Agenda 33 

 34 

Khan moved to approve the agenda, and Seeley seconded the motion.  Carpenter said 35 

there was an additional item, 13.c for a Civic Life Grant and elimination of the Executive 36 

Session. The agenda was approved as amended with 4 in favor, 3 absent MOTION 37 

PASSED. 38 

 39 

 40 
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 41 

3.  Approval of Minutes of October 13, 2020  42 

 43 

Seeley moved to approve the minutes of October 13, 2020, and Khan seconded the 44 

motion.  The motion carried with 4 in favor, 3 absent and the minutes were approved as 45 

presented.  MOTION PASSED. 46 

 47 

4.  Citizen Comments 48 

 49 

Judy Wiger-Grohs stated that according to the Middlebury Airport Manager the airport is 50 

in compliance with their safety requirements. She said she also learned that they are 51 

using a product similar to Roundup on the vegetation outside the fenced area of the 52 

airport, and this is concerning since it’s in the Town’s aquifer area.  Ramsay said she 53 

had relayed the information to the Water Department. 54 

 55 

5. Local Emergency Management Director/Chief of Police,  56 

Update on Pandemic Response 57 

 58 

Chief Hanley reported there was a 21% increase in COVID cases in the New England 59 

region and the regional travel map indicates that the other New England states and New 60 

York are almost all either red or orange now, which is disturbing when you look at some 61 

of the numbers.  He said the outbreak in central Vermont was attributed to residents 62 

traveling out-of-state to red areas and not quarantining when they came back to 63 

Vermont, so we need to keep that in mind when traveling during the holidays.  He said 64 

Middlebury’s aggregate number of cases is still 9, and that’s been the same for several 65 

weeks and he thinks there’s a lot of compliance in the community.  He said Middlebury 66 

College had done around 10,000 tests and has no active cases and they have 67 

dismissed 27 students for non-compliance and had 98 disciplinary cases.   68 

 69 

Hanley reported he and the Emergency Management Director of Porter Hospital had 70 

met with the two senior care facilities in town, Eastview and the Lodge at Otter Creek to 71 

make sure their COVID practices are current and they’ll be adjusting some of their plans 72 

for several of their operations. 73 

 74 

6. Dana Hart, Library Director, Request for Award of  75 

Contract for Website Redesign 76 

 77 

Hart said she’d wanted to update the Library website for awhile and with the need to 78 

close this past spring it really emphasized the need to improve it since it wasn’t as 79 

seamless and easy for patrons to use.  She said she’d met with 4 potential vendors and 80 
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has 3 quotes and she’d like to move forward with their current website designer that 81 

they have a good relationship with.  She said his quote was in the middle of the 3 82 

quotes and he gave them a discount because they’re a non-profit, so she’s asking the 83 

Board to approve the contract with Jackson Wheelan to redesign their website for 84 

$4,800, which they have budgeted for in their Information Technology funds line in the 85 

Capital Budget. 86 

 87 

Khan asked if this cost was for simply designing the website or would this include 88 

maintenance as well, and Hart said some of the cost included training of staff so they’d 89 

be more effective in making updates on their own, but Wheelan will host the website 90 

and any large changes would be made by him, but there would be a separate charge for 91 

that. 92 

 93 

Brown asked if their inventory database and checkout system could be integrated into 94 

the website as well.  Hart said their inventory system is separate and is rather tricky to 95 

integrate with websites, so that is a problem they’ll be working on, but the library uses  96 

multiple other software and she doesn’t believe there’s any one software that can 97 

integrate them all together seamlessly.  Brown said he thought it should eventually be 98 

one set of software to do it all.  Hart said it might be available now, but it would be out of 99 

reach financially. 100 

 101 

Khan moved to award a contract to Terrier Tenacity Digital Marketing for the 102 

development of a new website for Ilsley Public Library, at a total cost of $4,800. 103 

Fuentes-George seconded the motion.  The motion carried with 5 in favor, 2 absent.  104 

MOTION PASSED. 105 

 106 

7. Leslie Kameny, Middlebury Tree Committee, request for Board approval of 107 

Submission of a Grant for Funding for an Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) Project 108 

 109 

Kameny said the Vermont Urban and Community Forestry Program is offering a grant 110 

called “Supporting Vermont Municipalities Through Ash Tree Management” that is 111 

geared towards communities prepared to manage the Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) on 112 

their public ash trees, and  since we have an EAB Management Plan we are good 113 

candidates for these grant funds.  She said the top grant awarded is $15,000 and our 114 

proposal is around $13,000 with a matching “in kind” contribution from the Town in 115 

volunteer hours.  She said they are hoping to work with Middlebury Area Land Trust 116 

(MALT) since they found 92 Ash trees in their right-of-way, of which 16 were removed 117 

because they were in poor condition, two were treated with pesticides because of their 118 

extraordinary beauty or size, and 74 are being monitored.  She said there are Ash trees 119 

in the parking areas of the Trail Around Middlebury, and MALT does not have funds to 120 
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address those trees, so this grant proposal is requesting to remove those trees and 121 

replant 2 trees for every tree removed, per the EAB Management Plan, and MALT has 122 

indicated they’d like these trees planted along the street.  She said the trees that are 123 

removed would be chipped and used by MALT on their trails, and they are hoping to be 124 

able to have residents apply for a tree to be planted along the street in front of their 125 

homes provided they promised to water them for 2 years. 126 

 127 

Fuentes-George asked about possibly spreading the disease if the trees that are 128 

chipped and used on the trail are infected. Kameny said the trees would be inspected, 129 

but if the chips are small enough there is no opportunity for transmission. 130 

 131 

Seeley thanked Kameny and the Tree Committee and said how fortunate the town was 132 

to have such an active committee that goes after these opportunities and for creating 133 

these types of programs. 134 

 135 

Khan moved to approve the submission of a Supporting Vermont Municipalities Through 136 

Ash Tree Management grant application for $13,820, in support of Middlebury’s 137 

Emerald Ash Borer Management Plan.  Fuentes-George seconded the motion.  The 138 

motion carried with 5 in favor, 2 absent.  MOTION PASSED. 139 

 140 

9.  Authorize Letter of Intent to Participate in the Municipal Roads  141 

Grants-In-Aid Program for construction for compliance with Municipal Roads 142 

General Permit (MRGP) standards. 143 

(Item taken out of order.) 144 

 145 

Carpenter said the Addison County Regional Planning Commission, the VT Department 146 

of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and Agency of Transportation (VTrans) are 147 

inviting municipalities to participate in the Municipal Roads Grants-in-Aid (GIA) 148 

Program, which provides funding for municipalities to implement best management 149 

practices (BMP) in compliance with the DEC Municipal Roads General Permit (MRGP). 150 

He said under this program, which is administered through Regional Planning, VTrans 151 

offers reimbursement to municipalities of up to 80% of documented construction 152 

expenses (including local in-kind support) required to implement BMPs on 153 

hydrologically-connected road segments (i.e. roads that drain directly into surface 154 

waters) that do not meet current MRGP standards. 155 

 156 

Carpenter said the Confirmation of Site Visit and Notice to Proceed in the Board packet 157 

shows the list of Middlebury construction projects that were approved under the GIA 158 

program in FY20 and the resulting financial benefit to the Town.  He said the notification 159 

letter notes that funding for the Grants-in-Aid program is still pending approval through 160 

http://www.townofmiddlebury.org/document_center/Selectboard%20Meeting%20Packets/2020/08%20-%20October%2027%20SB%20Packet/09%20-%20ACRPC%20SFY21%20BMP%20LOI%20Final.pdf
http://www.townofmiddlebury.org/document_center/Selectboard%20Meeting%20Packets/2020/08%20-%20October%2027%20SB%20Packet/09%20-%20Notice%20to%20Proceed%20GIA%20FY20-Middlebury.pdf
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the State Budget in the legislature; however, the FY21 Grants-in-Aid Initial Offer 161 

spreadsheet shows that Middlebury could be eligible to receive up to $18,900 in 162 

funding, based on its 35 – 40 miles of hydrologically-connected roads, producing a 20% 163 

local match of $4,725, and final funding could vary somewhat based on the number of 164 

municipalities participating in the program for FY21.  He noted that all eligible 165 

construction projects undertaken as part of the program would need to be completed no 166 

later than June 30, 2021. 167 

Carpenter said he assumed this had been through the Infrastructure Committee 168 

already.  Seeley said it hadn’t, but it was pretty standard and something we’ve 169 

participated in for several years.  170 

Seeley moved to sign the Letter of Intent to participate in the FY21 Municipal Roads 171 

Grants-in-Aid Program.  Khan seconded the motion.   172 

Ramsay recommended adding to the motion that the Board authorizes her to sign the 173 

letter on behalf of the Board so they didn’t have to come into the office to sign it. 174 

Seeley amended the motion authorizing Town Manager Kathleen Ramsay to sign the 175 

Letter of Intent to participate in the FY21 Municipal Roads Grants-in-Aid Program.  Khan 176 

seconded the amended motion. The motion carried with 5 in favor, 2 absent.  MOTION 177 

PASSED. 178 

 179 

10. Discuss the Board’s Approach on Advancing Race Equity & Inclusion, with a 180 

brief update on the status of planning for the Board’s retreat 181 

 182 

Carpenter said he and Ramsay had a Zoom meeting with Middlebury College 183 

representatives on how they could collaborate and how to engage in dialogue.  He said 184 

one thing discussed with the College was the Board participating in one of the College’s 185 

professional development sessions, where they would all read the same publication and 186 

have a discussion on it, perhaps something with defunding the police or a topic that is 187 

pertinent to our local situation.  He said another action item was to have the College’s 188 

community engagement group sit down with Chief Hanley to discuss the mission of the 189 

police above and beyond what everyone thinks the police do, and to have follow-up 190 

dialogue from the IDEAL presentation on local policing options.   He said these are two 191 

action items they feel they can collaborate on in early 2021.  Brown asked if this would 192 

be interfering with budget work, and Carpenter said these sessions would not be part of 193 

a regular Selectboard meeting.   194 

 195 

There was further discussion on scheduling of these sessions, and how the Board could 196 

share their thoughts on all the information they’ve read or listened to in podcasts.  197 

Seeley suggested having a task force so there is a certain group of people to drive this 198 

process.  There was agreement to continue on with the process and the need to 199 

http://www.townofmiddlebury.org/document_center/Selectboard%20Meeting%20Packets/2020/08%20-%20October%2027%20SB%20Packet/09%20-%20SFY21%20Grants-in-Aid%20Initial%20Offer.pdf
http://www.townofmiddlebury.org/document_center/Selectboard%20Meeting%20Packets/2020/08%20-%20October%2027%20SB%20Packet/09%20-%20SFY21%20Grants-in-Aid%20Initial%20Offer.pdf
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remember at some point to invite into the discussion people who have been affected by 200 

racism in the community.   201 

 202 

Carpenter said he’d like to have the session with the College before February, and while 203 

a task force might work eventually, he thought it was important that these first steps be 204 

taken by the Board as the senior leaders of the community. 205 

 206 

11. FY21 Year-to-Date Budget Reports as of September 30, 2020 207 

 208 

Ramsay said the budget figures for the first quarter of the FY21 fiscal year were in the 209 

Board’s packet and so far there are no concerns, but noted that tax revenue is down 210 

due to the adjustment of the tax installment dates.  She said the Recreation Department 211 

revenues are down about $40,000, and their expenses are down about $17,000.  She 212 

said the Ilsley Library receipts are down by about $6,000 and their expenses were down 213 

about $20,000.  She said also that $1.8 million in bond payments were made in 214 

September of last year, but in October this year, so that also results in a large change in 215 

the bottom line for the September 30 budget report. 216 

 217 

She said there is an increase in the purchase of equipment in the Equipment Fund, 218 

which reflects the new cruiser and there is an increase in revenue due to the increase 219 

from the Public Works Department from last year. 220 

 221 

She said in the Water Fund the maintenance expenses shown are for water break 222 

repairs and those have increased about $22,000 from last year, but it is still within the 223 

20% of the budget line item.  She also noted Capital Fund transfers have not yet been 224 

made, so that impacts the bottom line of that fund, and the same is true of the Sewer 225 

Fund. 226 

 227 

Seeley asked about the increase in the cemetery fund in Public Works, and Ramsay 228 

said some focus work had been done on cemeteries. 229 

 230 

12. Approval of Check Warrants 231 

 232 

Khan said under the authority granted by the Selectboard on April 28, 2020, he has 233 

reviewed and approved, on behalf of the Board, total expenditures in the amount of 234 

$2,371,859.26, consisting of $2,268,064.61 for accounts payable, and $103,794.65 for 235 

payroll, for the period October 14, 2020 through October 27, 2020, and moved for the 236 

Board’s approval of payment of these expenditures.  Seeley seconded the motion.  The 237 

motion carried with 5 in favor, 2 absent.  MOTION PASSED. 238 

 239 
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8. Award Contract for Bid & Construction Phase Services for the  240 

East Middlebury Flood Resiliency Project based on recommendation of 241 

Infrastructure Committee Meeting of October 22, 2020 242 

(Item taken out of order) 243 

 244 

Ramsay said after 9-years we’re finally at the point where this project is permitted and 245 

we’ve secured the funding from FEMA, so everything looks like we’re on track for this 246 

project to begin next year.  She said Project Manager Amy Sheldon of Landslide Natural 247 

Resource Planning and Roy Schiff, P.E. of Milone & MacBroom submitted a proposal to 248 

the Infrastructure Committee at their October 22nd meeting for the bid services and 249 

construction oversight portion of the project.  She said the oversight process consists of 250 

approximately 45 site visits during the course of the project, so the proposal before the 251 

Board is for approval of $70,000 for the bid and construction oversight portion of this 252 

project.  Seeley said this $70,000 contract is consistent with the original budget 253 

proposal and it is what we expected, and she’s excited to have this project move 254 

forward. 255 

 256 

Amy Sheldon entered the meeting at this time.  Ramsay told Sheldon they had already 257 

explained the contract before them for approval.  Brown asked for a site visit of the area 258 

to see what was going to happen.  Sheldon said the Town permit is in progress and 259 

roughly 79 property owners had been notified, so there may be others in the public who 260 

would want to join on a site visit.   She said Schiff was onsite today doing the tree 261 

inventory to see what trees needed to be removed. 262 

 263 

Seeley said voters had approved up to a $500,000 grant match for this project at Town 264 

Meeting last year and since then we’ve received a $200,000 State Clean Water 265 

Revolving Loan so it reduces our match down to $300,000. 266 

 267 

Seeley moved to award a contract to Milone and MacBroom for Bid Phase and 268 

Construction Phase Services for the East Middlebury Flood Resiliency Project, for a not-269 

to-exceed cost of $70,000.  Fuentes-George seconded the motion.   270 

 271 

Sheldon clarified that a portion of the $70,000 was actually to cover her portion of the 272 

construction oversight as well. 273 

 274 

The motion carried with 5 in favor, 2 absent.  MOTION PASSED. 275 

 276 

13. Town Manager’s Report 277 

 278 
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Ramsay said in light of time and keeping the meeting on schedule, she would ask the 279 

Board to review items 13a. “Brief update from the Policy Review Committee on the 280 

Graffiti Policy,” and 13b. “Letter from United Way of Addison County Executive Director 281 

Helena Van Voorst regarding social service agency petitions for Town funding,” at their 282 

leisure, and that these will be discussed further at a future meeting. 283 

 284 

13c. Center for Tech and Civic Life Grant for Safe and Secure Election 285 

Administration 286 

 287 

Ramsay said Town Clerk Ann Webster reports that the Town has been awarded a grant 288 

in the amount of $5,029.50 from the Center for Tech and Civic Life (CTCL), based in 289 

Chicago, and according to the award notification, “grant funds must be used exclusively 290 

for the public purpose of planning and operationalizing safe and secure election 291 

administration in Middlebury Town in 2020.”  She said Webster notes that she plans to 292 

use the grant funds to cover additional staffing needed to meet the demands of various 293 

changes in the election process, and to purchase some supplies and equipment not 294 

covered by funds from the VT Secretary of State’s Office.  There is no matching fund 295 

requirement from the Town in order to receive the grant and all funds must be expended 296 

by December 31st, 2020. 297 

 298 

Ramsay said at this time, the Board is being asked to authorize her to sign the grant 299 

agreement, accepting the terms and conditions outlined in the grant award notification in 300 

their meeting packet. 301 

 302 

Khan moved to accept the grant award of $5,029.50 from Center for Tech and Civic Life 303 

and authorize Town Manager Kathleen Ramsay to sign the grant agreement.  Fuentes-304 

George seconded the motion. The motion carried with 5 in favor, 2 absent.  MOTION 305 

PASSED. 306 

 307 

14. Jennifer Murray, Director of Planning & Zoning, presenting an  308 

overview of the final draft of the Downtown Master Plan 309 

 310 

(Board member Nick Artim joined the meeting during this presentation.) 311 

 312 

Planning and Zoning Director Jennifer Murray joined the Board to give a presentation on 313 

the final draft of the Downtown Master Plan. 314 

 315 

Murray explained that there are different types of plans.  She said the Town 316 

Comprehensive Plan is a high-level plan that takes a broad view of all sorts of subject 317 

matters for the Town.  She said this is the same type of plan, and it’s mostly aspirational 318 

http://www.townofmiddlebury.org/document_center/Selectboard%20Meeting%20Packets/2020/08%20-%20October%2027%20SB%20Packet/13c%20-%20Grant%20Agreement%20for%20Election%20Administration%20Funding%20from%20the%20Center%20for%20Tech%20Civic%20Life.pdf
http://www.townofmiddlebury.org/document_center/Selectboard%20Meeting%20Packets/2020/08%20-%20October%2027%20SB%20Packet/13c%20-%20Grant%20Agreement%20for%20Election%20Administration%20Funding%20from%20the%20Center%20for%20Tech%20Civic%20Life.pdf
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and visionary and there are a lot of big ideas in this plan that it will take time to figure 319 

out how to make them happen, but there are also little suggestions in the plan that could 320 

be implemented right away.  She said this is different than a planning strategy when 321 

everything you see in the plan will happen at some point in the future.  She said she 322 

wants to distinguish between the two so people who see this plan don’t think that all of 323 

these ideas are necessarily going to happen and that it’s very visionary. 324 

 325 

She said it has been 20 years since a Downtown Master Plan was completed and this 326 

one is being done at a great time as we emerge from the COVID pandemic and recover 327 

from the downtown bridges project and are able to take advantage of opportunities 328 

going forward.   329 

 330 

Murray went over the process that happened to develop this Plan and said she is so 331 

pleased by all the hundreds of people that they talked to at all different levels to arrive at 332 

this plan.   333 

 334 

She reviewed the six guiding principles for downtown Middlebury: 335 

 336 

Arts and Culture – She said Middlebury is rich in arts and culture, with two museums in 337 

the downtown and world-class performances at the Town Hall Theater, not to mention 338 

the performances at Middlebury College.  She said they had an arts & culture focus 339 

group and they enjoyed the experience so much they wanted to meet on a more regular 340 

basis.  She said that led to their first recommendation to develop an arts and culture 341 

organization starting with that focus group and growing from there, so they can 342 

collaborate and expand on ideas, and could provide guidance to an arts and mural 343 

program, which has been discussed before. 344 

 345 

Sustainability and Resiliency – Murray said they liked the idea of Middlebury being a 346 

demonstration community where we could partner with the College to always remains 347 

on the cutting edge of the newest energy technologies She said this section counts our 348 

Town Energy Committee as an asset that we can continue to build on, as well as the 349 

Climate Economy Action Center. 350 

 351 

Green Network – She said this is not only to do with stormwater, but also our green 352 

spaces and parks.  She said we’re blessed by having so many parks in our downtown 353 

and this looks at ways to connect them.   She said this is a special section in that the 354 

consultants were able to look at our downtown with fresh eyes and see places we could 355 

include stormwater treatment ideas that are not only functional and effective for water 356 

quality, but that are also aesthetically pleasing and contribute to our streetscape.   357 

 358 
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She explained the open spaces plan and the stormwater areas, as well as the proposal 359 

for a green alley system that goes from Mister Ups to the parking area on Mill Street  360 

and would support improved utilization of the waterfront in the Mill Street Area. 361 

 362 

Murray said the recommendations of the stormwater section included coordination 363 

between the Planning Office/Infrastructure Committee and Public Works to anticipate 364 

when a street project would come along that includes some stormwater portion, and 365 

plan it far enough in advance to obtain any available grant funding.  She said it also 366 

discussed using Middlebury College students to help maintain these stormwater areas, 367 

since one of the questions heard so often is “how are we going to maintain these 368 

areas?” 369 

 370 

Carpenter asked what kind of grants are out there for these types of projects.  Murray 371 

said since we’re in the watershed area, Agency of Natural Resources has grants to help 372 

polish the phosphorous out of the runoff, and there are add-ons in transportation grants 373 

if you have a stormwater treatment portion to the plan.  She said this plan is enough to 374 

submit with a grant application to say we need funds for engineering to expand the 375 

plans. 376 

 377 

Housing Choice – Murray said the consultant was surprised that people were very 378 

tolerant of different types and densities of housing when they were shown examples in 379 

the group sessions, including multiple-storied housing units in the downtown.  She said 380 

only 6% of our population lives in the downtown, and we could really expand on that. 381 

 382 

Murray said we’re missing the “middle” in Middlebury.  We have subsidized, low-income 383 

affordable housing and we have luxury housing, but we have very few in the middle 384 

because the cost of new construction in Middlebury is almost as high as in the greater-385 

Burlington area, only people can get much less for rent in Middlebury.  She said this 386 

means that in order for a developer to profit there would need to be subsidies, whether it 387 

be government subsidies for affordable housing or being able to charge higher prices 388 

for the high-end housing, but that entire middle area doesn’t have subsidies to support 389 

it.  She said this is important for the entire economy of Middlebury, because Porter 390 

Hospital and Middlebury College all need workforce housing for staff who fall within the 391 

$60 to $65,000 median income bracket.  She said what they were hearing from realtors 392 

and these employers is that it’s difficult to recruit new workers to this area because 393 

they’re unable to find housing, and there’s a shortage of single-family housing as well. 394 

 395 

She said they’d like to encourage developers to use institutional partners, so if Porter 396 

Hospital or Middlebury College were partners to work with a developer, then perhaps it 397 

would work, or if the Town offered incentives, such as contributing the land or through 398 
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zoning.  She said the zoning could be changed so we would qualify for a Neighborhood 399 

Designated Area (NDA), which is a State designation similar to the Downtown 400 

Designation or the Village Center Designation that would make affordable housing 401 

exempt from Act 250, which is a huge bonus to a developer.  402 

 403 

Carpenter said there’s a lot that contributes to the cost per sq. foot of building costs that 404 

makes it unaffordable to the middle income, and he just went through it on a commercial 405 

building. He asked if we’re going to promote more density downtown then what are the 406 

zoning and permit requirements that the Town can change to promote this, because in 407 

the end the cost is driven by all these requirements.  Murray said getting the NDA 408 

designation so developers could avoid Act 250 would be a big incentive, since that’s 409 

much scarier than local zoning, and this would allow for savings on State water and 410 

wastewater fees, which are way more than what we charge.  She said parking 411 

requirement issues are a myth when it comes to developing downtown, and there are a 412 

couple of alternatives to reduce parking requirements in the downtown area.  She said 413 

she’s in favor of increasing the density on small lots downtown, or to allow taller 414 

structures.  She said if the Board knows of anything truly prohibitive to development in 415 

our zoning, to please let her know, and we have a grant to work with a consultant to try 416 

and streamline our zoning to allow a greater diversity of housing in the downtown. 417 

 418 

Transportation Choice – Murray said people they spoke to feel like downtown proper is 419 

really congested with truck traffic, so maybe we really need to look into the suggestion 420 

Don Keeler made a few years ago to reroute truck traffic to Route 7 at the Cross Street 421 

Bridge and off of Main Street from the traffic circle to the Congregational Church, to 422 

keep them off the Battell Bridge. 423 

 424 

Economic Vibrancy  - Broken into 3 subcategories:  Retail & Restaurants, Tourism & 425 

Hospitality, and Innovation & Entrepreneurship 426 

  427 

Retail & Restaurants:  428 

Murray said downtown is the economic driver for Middlebury and the region, and went 429 

over the numbers from their inventory and surveys obtained by the college interns last 430 

summer.  She said this section’s recommendations got very specific, but there are some 431 

that could be done right away. 432 

 433 

One recommendation mentioned was that businesses wanted more of a connection 434 

with the Town on issues, so Murray said this might be a liaison position with Better 435 

Middlebury Partnership, or perhaps a regional position between the 3 major towns in the 436 

county. She said this position could also help with new businesses coming into town. 437 

 438 
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Murray said the possibility of a Parking Management Plan was suggested, since we 439 

probably have enough parking, but it isn’t being managed. 440 

 441 

She said such things as offering more products downtown for the diverse population at 442 

the college was one of the recommendations, as well as creating a specific location for 443 

food carts in the downtown, and keeping spaces for community gatherings that weren’t 444 

necessarily a bar. 445 

 446 

Brown said bringing the Farmer’s Market back to the downtown was mentioned three 447 

times in the Plan, and he thought that would be a fairly simple thing to accomplish.  448 

Carpenter said the Farmer’s Market is a private entity and we’ve made it very clear that 449 

they’re welcome, but it’s their decision where to locate.  Brown said he thought the 450 

downtown merchants should really be working to recruit for the Market to return to the 451 

downtown area. 452 

 453 

Tourism & Hospitality: 454 

Murray said this section talked a lot about promotion and marketing for people outside 455 

of the region.  She said one of the recommendations suggested registering AirBnB’s 456 

and charging them a 1% rooms and meals tax as well, to level the playing field for 457 

hotels.  Brown said hotels have been pressing this with the State for a long time, since 458 

the AirBnBs are impacting the occupancy rates of hotels. 459 

 460 

Innovations & Entrepreneurship: 461 

She said a lot of this section would be addressed outside the municipality by College 462 

alumni and businesses. 463 

 464 

Land Use & Development 465 

She said a lot of this section had already been discussed, such as zoning changes and 466 

going for State designations. 467 

 468 

Murray went over the possible scenarios of developing several different areas in town 469 

into different types of housing and mixed-use buildings and suggested this would be 470 

where they could begin the discussion at the next meeting. 471 

 472 

Carpenter said Planning Commission members Barbara Saunders, Lucy Schumer and 473 

Chris Robbins were present and invited them to share their thoughts.  Robbins said 474 

there was a lot of public input and people enjoyed sharing their ideas.  Schumer said 475 

Murray had done a good job summarizing the report and the work they did, and  476 

Saunders said in all the years she’s been on the Planning Commission, this was the 477 

most exciting thing she’d been involved with and how lucky they were to have the 478 
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consultant they worked with, and she thanked Murray for her stewardship through the 479 

process.  480 

 481 

Artim said he’s read this Plan about 6 times, and at first he wasn’t sure it was what the 482 

Board had asked for, but by the final time he realized this was exactly what they’d asked 483 

for. He said he was drawn into the illustrations and realized he’d visited many places 484 

similar to what was depicted in the drawings, and he loved those areas.  He said there 485 

is so much great stuff in this Plan and can’t emphasize enough the great job done by 486 

Murray and the Planning Commission in getting this Plan completed.  He said he thinks 487 

it’s now time to do a beta test or two and see where we have things right and what 488 

areas we need to tweak.   489 

 490 

Murray said she thought the Board would need some time to read this through again 491 

and she will be back at the November 10th meeting to discuss it further and hopefully, 492 

then, the Board will endorse the plan.  493 

 494 

Carpenter thanked Murray and the Planning Commission on behalf of the Board and the 495 

Town completing this and said this gives us a lot to think about regarding what our 496 

downtown can be and creates a map for the next generation. 497 

 498 

15. Fred Kenney, Chair, Middlebury Economic Health Committee,  499 

presenting the Committee’s final report 500 

 501 

Kenney said there were 9 members on the committee and 6 that were still active, and 502 

they held 23 meetings between August of 2018 to October of 2019.  He said there were 503 

86 non-member attendees and 20 presenters and the Committee held a business 504 

roundtable with 42 participants.   505 

 506 

He said critical factors were developed, but they didn’t develop goals and objectives 507 

because they thought it was difficult to accomplish without a clear economic 508 

development vision for the Town.  He said also the COVID pandemic changed the 509 

economic development landscape and a lot of the committee members were consumed 510 

either by response and recovery, or keeping their business viable. 511 

 512 

He said there were three Critical Factors developed: 513 

 514 

1. Develop an Economic Vision for the Town, one based on the Town’s strengths 515 

and what distinguishes it from other towns, and galvanizes investment in 516 

Middlebury’s economy.  He said it should be a guiding statement for the 517 

development of further goals, objectives and action steps.  He said they 518 
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recommend using a facilitator and have a public engagement process, similar to 519 

a “Slow Democracy” process.  He said they also recommend a permanent 520 

economic development oversight committee. 521 

 522 

2. The second Critical Factor is to establish an entity to act on behalf of 523 

Middlebury’s economic health and to implement the Town’s vision.  Kenney said 524 

there are several ways this could be accomplished, as they heard from seven 525 

different Vermont communities on the way their towns were doing this.  He said it 526 

can be a town staff person, or an independent non-governmental organization, a 527 

non-profit corporation or partnering with exiting entities.  He said the Committee 528 

did not make a specific recommendation, and the funding for this could be 529 

through various sustainable funding mechanisms, such as taxing solar arrays.   530 

He said they also suggest someone to oversee the economic development 531 

entities or a person operating as the ombudsman – someone that has the Town 532 

behind them to talk to businesses and new businesses. 533 

 534 

3. The third Critical Factor is to establish and maintain crucial infrastructure and 535 

amenities to keep and attract businesses and families, such as affordable 536 

housing, and Kenney said the Downtown Master Plan has some great ideas for 537 

that. 538 

 539 

Kenney said a lot of information in this report parallels what was in the Downtown 540 

Master Plan and the method used for the Downtown Plan is a good model for what 541 

could be done to create a vision for the entire town. 542 

 543 

Kenney said the Board had also asked them to look into a Tax Increment Financing 544 

(TIF) District.  He said they didn’t feel the Committee could analyze the viability of a TIF 545 

without the data from both sides to support the basic TIF proposition.  He said unless 546 

there is a specific project and cost, it’s really difficult to look into the viability of a TIF 547 

District.   He said even before you can look at viability, you need to consider if the cost 548 

of the infrastructure exceeds the town’s capacity to consider regular bonding, capital 549 

budgeting or grants without TIF.  He said a cost-benefit analysis of less tangible but 550 

important factors in the TIF proposition is needed, such as sunken costs and timing, 551 

since the State is only allowing 4 more TIF Districts, as well as the staff capacity to 552 

handle the excessive amount of time it takes to establish and manage a TIF District.  He 553 

said each TIF needs a project champion to move things along and see it to the end, and 554 

to keep in mind that a TIF is a 20-year proposition, so it would cover several election 555 

cycles.  He said another thing to consider whether the municipality can cover the costs 556 

of the infrastructure construction if there is a delay in the development, similar to what is 557 
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happening in Burlington now, and whether the eligibility criteria can be met and 558 

maintained. 559 

 560 

Kenney said the Town needs to look out beyond the TIF application process and make 561 

sure the benefits outweigh the costs.  He said the Committee didn’t think there was any 562 

development that would require a TIF or pass the cost-analysis benefit or that couldn’t 563 

be accomplished by a private/public partnership with traditional bond debt.  He said if 564 

the Town decided to pursue a TIF, he would recommend a discussion with St. Albans or 565 

Milton or some other town that has had the experience of going through the process 566 

and the auditing and scrutiny that occurs. 567 

 568 

Kenney said the second more specific thing they asked them to look at was the use of 569 

the remaining Middlebury Business Development funds and Community Development 570 

Grant funds.  He said they heard from several municipal officials regarding some 571 

successful program they’ve run, such as the Rutland Redevelopment Authority, which 572 

ran a program funded through their solar array tax to fund economic development.  He 573 

said it is a fairly new program, so there wasn’t a long success rate history, but they have 574 

been able to help several downtown businesses in Rutland.  He said the other thing 575 

they heard about was about establishing a revolving loan fund, but there is a limited 576 

amount of funds available and no sustainable source to establish this fund.  He said the 577 

Committee’s recommendation is to use the funds we do have for an immediate need in 578 

a way that leverages other funds, and one need identified was broadband and 579 

communications improvements, so these funds could be used to invest in the new 580 

Communications Union District. 581 

 582 

Committee member Ben Calvi said he didn’t have a whole lot to add to Kenney’s 583 

presentation, but he felt Critical Factor #1 was really needed as the guiding force and 584 

principal to tackle the rest of it, and once that vision is created, you need a champion to 585 

spearhead that.  He said there’s differences of opinion in how to accomplish this, and 586 

it’s up to the Board to determine how to go about that and whether it’s a Town-paid 587 

position or a non-profit partnership, but someone needs to be doing this all day, every 588 

day and not just some ad hoc committee, but a sustained effort to get the economic 589 

development that the town really needs. 590 

 591 

Artim said the timing on this report is excellent, and there’s a lot of synergy between 592 

what’s in this report and in the Downtown Master Plan.  He said he liked the way the 593 

report was laid out in pluses and minuses to help them decide and it’s also changed his 594 

mind that a TIF District is the best way to go. 595 

 596 
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Artim moved to accept the final report of the Middlebury Economic Health Committee.  597 

Khan seconded the motion.  The motion carried with 6 in favor, 1 absent.  MOTION 598 

PASSED. 599 

 600 

Carpenter said he realized there were some obstacles in completing the report and at 601 

times he’d heard from some Committee members that it was a futile effort, but he feels 602 

there are some helpful things in the report to help guide the Board’s future efforts and 603 

he appreciates the work they did.  He said it’s clear we need a vision and the three 604 

critical factors help give them a focus.    605 

 606 

Khan, who represented the Selectboard on the Economic Health Committee, said he 607 

enjoyed working with them and thanked all the ones who stayed with the group and 608 

finished their work. 609 

 610 

16. Board Member Concerns 611 

 612 

Seeley thanked IDEAL Middlebury, Emily Joselson and Sue Ritter for the readings lists 613 

they provided and said she appreciated their efforts to put the lists together. 614 

 615 

Artim said he regretted missing the first part of the meeting, but he was glad he was 616 

able to attend the last two items and looks forward to looking at all this information and 617 

working on how the Board can accomplish this work. 618 

 619 

Fuentes-George said it’s a pleasure to be involved in the voting process in Middlebury 620 

and it’s reassuring in these times that we can trust that our votes are being well taken 621 

care of and thanked everyone in the Town Clerk’s office for doing a wonderful job. 622 

 623 

Brown said this was a really interesting meeting and he had learned a lot more tonight 624 

after having read both the Plan and the Committee Report. 625 

 626 

Carpenter asked the Board to go through the Downtown Master Plan one more time so 627 

they could accept it at the next meeting on November 10th.   628 

 629 

Adjourn 630 

 631 

The meeting adjourned at 8:39 p.m. upon motion by Khan, seconded by Seeley. 632 

 633 

The next regular meeting of the Middlebury Selectboard is Tuesday, November 10, 634 

2020. 635 

 636 
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Respectfully submitted, 637 

Beth Dow 638 

 639 

 640 

 641 

 642 

 643 


